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1. Text “HR” to 66866
2. Enter your email address
3. Check your email for the deck

GET THE SLIDES

For every text we will donate $5 
to prevent youth suicide.
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OUR PROCESS

The RFP is an imperfect necessity. 
We found a better way.
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Start by investigating.
It’s time to dig into how you manage 
your organization and understand 
what employees really think of HR 
activities. Be forensic in evaluating 
yourselves. 

STEP 1

Get to know 
yourselves.

PP63

WFM Talent Acquisition Current State Process - Regional

Start

Pain Points:
PP1: Not all TL/STL's use the sharepoint to enter the TM need Stop using a Sharepoint site - TL/STL initiate request in WD. Want to build appropriate workflow approvals. Leverage new workforce planning poisition to help validate the 
staffimg needs.
PP2: Sharepoint for each store - not clear who manages, challenges with access rights XX
PP3: Store team leaders can enter the survey on the Regional site and not the stores site XX
PP4: TMSG/L/A/PBS is not completely engaged in the recruiting - there is an "it depends" on the size of their reach 
PP5: Each store the actors can be different (STL driven) Future state: Store-based TMS will not be involved in recruiting.  Centralized COE team would handle this.
PP6: Always having to review the SOP for posting dates Need consistent posting guidelines across the org for OFCCP compliance (can be done now)
PP7: Pull the PP's from Erin's doc WD specific
PP8: One-off requests for jobs that do not exist, for example Catering Liaison
PP9: Internal candidates can apply as an external candidate - cannot combine and it does not flag them as internal
PP10: There are no required fields in the internal application (also an issue for external candidates) - store doesn't know how to contact internal outside of WD.
PP11: Internal candidates cannot be declined because of availability - only uses other candidate
PP12: Lack of training for TMS on dispositions
PP13: Cannot see if the TM has applied for another role [NOTE: PN, RM, S), NA says they can see it...but there is poaching going on because the stores are so close to each other in NA and candidates will sometimes use it as leverage between 
stores.]
PP14: Cannot reopen a job req once it has been filled 
PP15: There is no easy way to review the screening questions [NOTE: PN and others would also like true "knockout" screening questions if there are eligibility issues so they are immediately dispositioned]
PP16: There is no consistency in the process for dispositioning candidates
PP17: Not clear if the TL is destroying the documents
PP18: Rehire is an issue - not always told if they are a rehire. There could be issues if they were from another region.  SO: Any candidates that are a rehire have to be approved by the EC
PP19: TMSG/L/A/PBS's do not have access to TM's WorkDay records if they were from another region (only through the Rehire Report) (RM: Store level can, but regional cannot)
PP20: The duplicates have to be reviewed to manage as the system does not recognize or link the duplicates
PP21: Offer letter for externals it does not say the tentative start date (RM, SO: They said the offer letter pulls it from the req and it's in there). Also, offer letter still asks them to bring a check.
PP22: Inconsistent process for Offer Extended 
PP23: Cannot skip the Offer Letter step: why do we have to do this for store hiring?
PP24: Not clear if the TL's are actually calling or communicating with the candidate when there is a decline.  Not all dispositions result in an auto-notification - using wrong ones. Sometimes disposition doesn't get changed for awhile.
PP25: The Reason for Hire list is confusing and has many options 
PP26: Challenging process if the requisition was initially started with 2 openings, then once you are in the Ready for Hire stage and then there was a need to have a 3rd opening - only way to move forward is to start over
PP27: Cannot change the req employee type once the TM is in Ready for Hire process - uses the validation site to have Global fix
PP28: No early warning of rehire within the stability period - the process has to start over when this error produces. SW: Global team doesn't update the dates - need to be able to purge on a wider scale.
PP29: TMSG/L/A/PBS's are "guessing" Gender, Ethnicity, Marital....when entering the data if it is not entered by the candidate
PP30: Why are the TL's having to approve the hire in WorkDay?
PP31: this form is not always used and the incoming store does not have access to the prior stores information and cannot see if the TM was on a corrective action
PP32: TM's don't always tell their current TL that they want or are interested in another job
PP33: TMSG/L/A/PBS is not clear on the transfer reason
PP34: This process in not intuitive (Transfer) (RM: Receiving store is supposed to initiate it. Says you should be hiring them through the requisitions.)
PP35: The new TMSG/L/A/PBS has to change the Benefit Category again
PP36: If TMSG/L/A/PBS doesn't "acknolwlege" their tasks then the TM benefits can be impacted
PP37: There are too many email aliases
PP38: The AC is not engaged in all panels and will have to track down the EC to determine the steps to finalize the promotion (add this to the panel process)
PP39: For a Level 5 or up, through a req, Global comp has to verify/approve the RSU's , however the offer letter process is two steps as the offer letter is not sufficient - using the RSU template (add this to the WorkDay notification)
PP40: Floating Holiday - is a pain - with an approval process from Global Benefits
PP41: The internal candidates are not always aware of the SOP for due dillegence and that they get hours paid to do the dillegence process: External Candidates also don't know how to manage the due dillegence process - this is not a typical 
process for other companies.
PP42: ASTLs and TLs from other department can only see the reqs that they create, not all reqs in the store, so helping other leadership with screening requires a workaround. This is inconsistent in the understanding of who has access to what.
PP43: There are some issues with candidates accepting the offers and the notification is coming from WorkDay and not WFM (Bad candidate experience). MW: TMSS isn't in the loop with what the candidates are receiving from the store and team 
leadership - inconsistent messaging.
PP44: The Relocation Process is just a pain!
PP45: No forms or templates for STL to approve (If region requires formal approval from STL prior to posting)
PP46: No automation in WD for approval from STL. SO: There is inconsistency on how this role is being managed for approval. SW - Would like to include STL/ASTL in the approval workflow prior to it coming to TMS
PP47: Very inconsistent on when and when not to do due diligence. Not clear of what due diligence looks like. What is the value of it? (Note: RM does not pay for due diligence)
PP48: This is an inconsistent process (scheduling)
PP49: Candidates in PN are still analog
PP50: Having to cancel and reenter the requisition
PP51: TL cannot enter into WD the offer details
PP52: There can be some back and forth on the offer details that are sent on the Offer Sheet
PP53: Offer letter template does not flow well - normally modifies before sending to candidate
PP54: Cannot change the status in the requisition must repost if time status is prefilled
PP55: Eligible for rehire: This should never be a practice!!! There is no guidance on this policy or process.
PP56: Not all fields are required on the application - address info, job history, etc. (data issues)
PP57: Some Supervisors will do some screening and scheduling - there is a trust factor - inconsistent process
PP58: Metro Trainer is sometimes involved and it is inconsistent. The TMSA's are not qualified to help with the recruiting function
PP59: Store Support - (customer service or front end) is also assisting in the screening
PP60: There are some times when the a Posting is not being managed at all 
PP61: When using a sponsored account (eg Indeed) there is not direct integration to WorkDay for the application
PP62: The regional recruiter will run reports and when the admins are entering the req they are changing the title to non-outside WFM titles
PP63: There is inconsistency on when and when not to do due diligence. (eg. Meat cutter) - Global was driving some external diligence process - seems to confusion
PP64: Not all TL's are consistent in dispositioning candidates in WorkDay
PP65: For MA: Taxonomy. For the Disposition they consider this "Decline" only.
PP66: the experience or time availability of the TL will dictate if they use the PBS (currently a pilot to have PBS's prescreen)
PP67: Printing the interview materials is very inconsistent from region to region and store to store
PP68: There are candidates that apply for multiple jobs: the candidate will get multiple communications for each position and this is a challenge for the TL/Recruiting team
PP69: MA: For TL and ATL. Generally the Regional Recruiter is involved with External hires ony not typically internal hiring
PP70: Regional Recruiter's are having to manage the schedules with multiple stores, multiple TM's, etc
PP71: This happens but not a formal process to note the "why" the candidate is not being selected
PP72: Sometimes this process is ignored - the requisition is "abandoned"
PP73: There is some confustion about this process and how to manage a transfer from ASTL to STL (as an example
PP74: Must reach out to every candidate to explain and determine if they want this or not
PP75: The actor is not clearly identified in the process
PP76: The Regional Recruiters do not have access prior TM information prior to  2015. Must reach out to TMSATL to get information.
PP77: The technical aptitude varies amongst the TM's and candidates
PP78: Inconsistent policies within the regions, for example: age requirements to work can vary from 18+. 
PP79: With PT hiring there is a challenge with availability - how can WFM be more proactive with the candidates to see when they are available via an application. Confusing to the candidates as well - can we make it click boxes instead of open 
text? 
PP80: Not having different communication channels with candidates - such as texting. MW: For internal candidates, personal vs WFM owned phones. TLs view WD as a limited channel for communication, so they contact candidates outside the 
system.
PP81: WorkDay is not optimized for user friendly processing (RM: Notice it more for people who are new to WD or haven't gotten any training)
PP82: No clear direction for ADA accomodations - need better policies to help the recruiting team manage the process
PP83: No policy on the language that needs to be spoken as a WFM TM
PP84: Why does WFM have multiple backgroud check vendors with no integration to WD?
PP85: There are multiple JD's for each titled position (for example: 26 Supervisors JD's). NA - Location posting (Boston vs store location; titles are internal-focused)
PP86: High volumes lead to rushed hiring decisions. Trying to change the candidate profile.
PP87: Challenge with applicants knowing what location they're applying for - apply at multiple locations. Lags in response times from individual stores. Gets confusing.
PP88: Add actual shift information in the JD.
PP89: Recruiting would like to be able to see custom views in WD.
PP90: Having a more specific benefits overview to share for TLs to talk about would be great.
PP91: Edit job requisition function in Workday allows you to edit the req and the HL should be able to review it. Not currently used at roll out.
PP92: Cannot skip the interview step
PP93: Gets the duplicate recheck even for internal candidates and they ARE a current emplpoyee - seems like wasted time.
PP94: Only able to blast to own region, not to other regions for any position for anything lower than an ASTL
PP95: The email aliases - not sure which ones to use 
PP96: RM - Store leaders are not trained on hiring people - no paperwork, not sure if the interview was right, don't understand WD (dispositioning candidates, etc.)
PP97: NA - Trying to get TLs to own interviews in hiring process - dependent on the STL
PP98: SW - Need to be very aware of the labor numbers in the region. Ops will sometimes blame staffing for store operations issues - "need vs reality"
PP99: Reqs default to ATL org instead of Team org (which results in rework if the TL isn't aware of the default)
PP100: Lack of understanding by TL's on how to manage requisitions. NA - Want them to post to what they can manage - okay to close in 3 days if you have enough candidates.
PP101: NC - Lack of understanding for JD job titles - need some kink of guide specific to the external roles.
PP102: Some of the JDs in WD are slightly inaccurate in the system and have had to reach out to comp.
PP103: Reposted positions show the ORIGINAL posting close date
PP104: Job alerts do not seem to work. 
PP105: The candidate experience is a challenge because of non-response from a req
PP106: Loosing good candidates due to lack of response
PP107: Internal candidates is a terrible experience due to the application process - no connection from the CoreHR data
PP108: Challenges with physically demanding roles - description and store tour not enough.
PP109: JDs are too long and too generic 
PP110: Needs to be more human voiced, less of a JD and more of a posting.
PP111: Wages are a challenge - external candidates have crazy wage expectations (supervisors and speciality)
PP112: Titles are still confusing - "wine buyer" is really more inventory replenishment
PP113: Someone wants F/T but they hire them P/T. Doomed to fail. 
PP114: NC - Only RR has the access to Phenom People and it would be good to give acess at the store level. Also need training.
PP115: Ebb and flow of workforce needs dictates when to post.
PP116: As soon as a TL sees an internal or rehire candidate, they ignore all externals.
PP117: TMGBPs have to push back on rehires that TLs want to move forward with and there's back and forth.
PP118: NA - PBP are only 3 days a week and there can be lag in candidate response time.
PP119: Some locations may NOT actually screen and just pick a name they know, or they just screen for a very minimum level of qualifications. 
PP120: Store screeners are not moving the applications through the stages all the times, so they all look like New Applicant status.
PP121: TL does not always do this and often TMSS and/or ATL must follow up. 
PP122: Applicants aren't hearing back for almost a month, either way.
PP123: WD isn't integrated with Outlook, so emails sent from WD can't be replied to unless the sender updates the "from" line.
PP124: Pre-screening is terrible. Have to go into each application. Not all the relevant fields are required - need automated knockouts. If you disposition a candidate, it takes you back to the main screen, so it adds clicks. Not good filters to view. 
Availability is not required field on the secondary questionnaire - not a useful field. Have to wait until phone screen.
PP125: High number of transfers in this region, so very reliant on internal references. People move to follow leaders they liked.
PP126: Have a form, but not typically used. Worse for a TM from another region.
PP127: Don't always get true feedback - more about if they like the TM. 
PP128: PBPs are often left out of the process after the position have been posted when there is an internal. TLs will sometimes hire a person who hasn't even applied in WD. Results in extra work because screening of externals may be going on.
PP129: This isn't consistently done for external candidates. Phone > Store Leadership > Panel Interview.
PP130: Lots of emails back and forth to schedule the interview.
PP131: TM still expected to have internal reference checks conducted. SW pays for due diligence, but not all regions do.
PP132: MW - Wishes that there was a better way to flag that someone was a prior candidate, see the reason they were declined, better notes, etc. Concern about bias towards someone who has multiple declines or incorrect reasoning.
PP133: MW: This doesn't always happen right away, so the experience is super inconsistent.
PP134: Lack of consistent scheduling process within the NA region - Not everyone is doing this. (Most don't)
PP135: SW  - TLs will sometimes forget about the candidate interview and change their schedule over the interview.
PP136: The printed materials for interviews process is very inconsistent - MW: Printed materials and use of Workday is an opportunity for the HLs.  NA - Can't print out applications - too many pages. SW - Concerned that there is no follow up notes 
or application information during the interview - online access during the interview would be helpful. 
PP137: SW - Interviews aren't always ideal - some are only 5 minutes. Only able to step away from the store for short time or they realize the candidate doesn't have the right availability.
PP138: Offer process is very inconsistent across the regions and within regions.
PP139: Don't always require candidate to acknowledge in WD due to glitches. 
PP140: Calling the candidate to get the information - sometimes a challenge due to privacy concerns
PP141: Candidate receiving multiple emails from different systems
PP142: NA - Workday will sometimes NOT close the req as it is supposed to. PBP has to manually close it, but they don't get a notification - find out during the weekly disposition report.
PP143: NA - There is a report from WD status report (WFM Open Reqs by Locations) that shows closed reqs at the store level even though it's supposed to be open reqs only.
PP144: NC - If a TL tries to close the req before a candidate is moved to ready to hire, the task only shows in the TL's task list and even if the BOSS dispositions every candidate, this isn't fixed. There is a workaround.
PP145: NA - Noticing that if they DO get the error message, it's because someone forgot to change the status in the system vsavtually in status. Region has a 12 month waiting period for ineligible for cause rehires.
PP146: NA - F/T team members moving to seasonal can be an issue.
PP147: NA - Workday requires you to post a wage in the req even though it's not visible. Sometimes have to update a wage that is irrelevent - would like to make this NOT require
PP148: RM - TMSS would prefer to wait for offer accepted, but it's a lot of manual follow up, between this and the onboarding paperwork)
PP149: FL - Sometimes the TL is not available to approve the hire - there can be a delay
PP150: NC - Using too many delegations to override the approval workflows.
PP151: MW - Legacy rehires sometimes don't work - not able to bridge the service. Not in TMSS dashboard or not in Guardian, can't do it today.
PP151: Rehire eligibility - this is global, so they think
PP152: NC - Using a separate tracking spreadhseet to keep track of all the steps in the process on remote site.
PP153: SO - The process is to manage the linking prior to entering the offer template. How does each region do this process differently?
PP154: SW - Wishes the TL could initiate the offer process in WD.
PP155: NA - Tracked via spreadsheet outside of the process.  Secondary offer letter sent outside of WD to include the RSU/Bonus piece. May no longer be necessary because role is now at Level 5 and should auto trigger. 
PP156: NC -Will sometimes get pushback from Global Comp. What is their role in this process? The pushback is usually because of the estimated wage entered for the req. RR can't see internal equity in comp at all.
PP157: MW - Had to establish a separate auditing process to make sure all RSU eligible people have gotten the letter.
PP158: RM - ECs generally select who they think is ready to move into leadership role. Some ASTLs are encouraged to UN-apply
PP159: Swapping isn't really understood or formalized.
PP160: RM - ECs aren't using Sr RR to full capacity yet. (2.5 yrs in region)
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Recruiter with 

need

TMS will log into 
WorkDay

TMS posts 
position

TMS drafts and 
sends a blast 
email about 
opportunity

Internal 
Candidate 
Application 

Process

Hiring Leader 
screens 

candidates

Hiring Leader 
emails Executive 

Assistant to 
coordinate the 
panel interview

Panel 
Interview 
Process

Move 
forward with 
candidate?

EC meets with all 
candidates for 

debrief

N

EC emails or tells 
the offer 

information to TMS
Y

TMS emails 
TMSG/S/L/A/PBS 
with the transfer 

information

TMS 
cancels/closes the 

requisition

Automated 
Transfer or 

TMSG/L/A/PBS/ 
PBS/BOSS enters 

the transfer in 
WorkDay for 

internal

WorkDay 
notification to 

Global Comp to 
review Offer Letter 

for RSU-eligible 
position

Global Comp 
reviews offer letter

Global Comp 
emails guidance to 

AC

AC/RR pulls RSU 
Eligibility letter 

from shared drive

AC emails letter 
with specific 

information on 
wages, etc to 

TMSG/L/A/PBS

TMSG/L/A/PBS 
fills out letter

TMSG/L/A/PBS 
emails letter to 

candidate

TMSG/L/A/PBS 
emails letter to 

Global TMS Comp 
Alias

PP38

PP39

PP1

Floating holiday 
(hourly/salary)?

N

TMSG/L/A/PBS 
/BOSS prints the 
Floating Holiday 

letter from shared 
drive

Y

TMSG/L/A/PBS/
BOSS meets with 

candidate to 
review Floating 

Holiday policy and 
letter

Candidate reviews 
letter and policy

Candidate selects 
Yes or No on letter 

and signs

Candidate 
gives/emails letter 
to TMSG/L/A/PBS

/BOSS

Candidate 
opts in?

TMSG/L/A/PBS/
BOSS makes note 

in WorkDay

N

TMSG/L/A/PBS/
BOSS runs the 

Grandfather PTO 
report in WorkDay

TMSG/L/A/PBS/
BOSS determines 
the amount of PTO 
above 75% of their 

cap

TMSG/L/A/PBS/
BOSS updates 

WorkDay

PP40

8

8 End

Regional 
Process

N

Candidate 
Due 

Dillegence 
Process

PP41

Notes:
- PN: does email blast to specific 

stores and then reaches out to 
Regional Recruiter if the position 
is not being filled

- NE: the TMSA's email blast and 
post in store (the postings are 
printed and posted on the walls)

- RM: Usually sent only regionally, 
but bigger stores will be 
nationwide.

- NA: PBPs will send the email.
- MW: Nationwide email blast for 

ASTL/STL.
- NC: Blast within region for 

supervisor, ATL, TL and buyer. 
STL is a nationwide email.

- SW: For team leadership, 
sometimes send to regional. For 
ASTL and above, sent 
company-wide.

Notes:
- Req will close automatically 

when the new TM starts
- If there are candidates that 

are in various stages that 
need to be dispositioned prior 
to closing the req

- Manually close if there are 
still open positions

Notes:
- PN - could be differences in fields for 

Canada
- NE/MW: Leaves Citizenship blank
- FL: Only enters Ethnicity and Birth 

Date (but some enter everything but 
Citizenship)

- SW: Put "prefer not to answer" for 
ethnicity and then follow up with the 
employee to enter it in the system. 
Don't grab marital status.

Notes:
- PN Actor: Regional 

Recruiter
- SP Actor: TMS AC
- RM Actor: Sr RR
- NA: PBP

Notes:
- SP Actor is AC
- PN Actor is regional recruiter
- NE Actors vary: for STL EC manages the offer process, (no TMS) 

for ASTL STL manages process (RR, TMSG, TMSA), TL STL (no 
TMS), ATL, TL/STL/AC (no TMS) or Region (Not clear)

- MA Actor is TMSATL
- RM Actor is SR RR. Assumes EC makes the verbal offer prior to 

alerting Sr RR to begin WD offer letter process. 
- SO Actor is PBS (sometimes Regional, sometimes store). RR 

makes verbal offer to external candidates
- NA Actor is TL (for ATL), STL (for TL internal), EC for STL, sent to 

PBP. If external, sent to RR
- NC: Same actors as the "No" section. RR or BOSS. Partner with 

Executive Leader in TMS.
- SW: HL makes determination - non-ASTL/STL, TL comes from TL. 

Notes: 
- PN: no real guidance from Global, Global 

Comp will approve the offer in Workday. 
If denied then the RR must start over in 
Workday

- NE: TMS resubmits the offer with correct 
info. Relocation is manually entered onto 
the offer letter

- RM: Global gets involved only when 
Comp is over max range.

- SO: this is an approval or review with the 
Sr PR Specialist the offer details before 
approval

Notes:
- PN:There is no letter for 

Floating Holiday, the AC 
coordinator pings the 
candidate to see if they are 
interested in the plan

- Actors can be: Coordinator, 
AC, TMSG/L/A/PBS

- NE: TL/ATL - no floating 
holiday's

- MA: Floating holiday process 
is for STL, ASTL, CDASTL 
(the decision is if currently in 
the Floating Holiday Plan)

TL enters?Y N

Notes:
PN: TL enters into WorkDay
SP: TMS enters into WorkDay
MA: Sometimes the TL but more often the PBS
NE:TMSA enters into WorkDay
RM: TL enters into WorkDay; sometimes TMSS/ATLs assist
SO: TL and/or PBS and/or Sr Regional Recruiter:  85% of the 
time the TL will enter the req in WorkDay after approval, some 
will ask for help from PBS's
NA: PBP enters into Workday
FL: TL/ATL / TMSG (depends on the store)
MW: TL/ATL or TMSS (depends on the store): In Minneapolis, 
they are using Store Support to drive the recruiting process. 
??: How do they get system access 
NC: TL (ATL backup), AP (recruiting ambassadors - ASTL) 
own the recruiting strategy at the store level. Will do recruiting 
fairs with high schools, colleges, VAs. (Documentation of 
program on Box) 
SW: TL (ATL backup)

TL logs into 
WorkDay

Y

TL enters the 
requisition

TL emails/talks to 
STL/TMS for 

approval

STL 
emails/verbally  

approves

TL/STL emails 
TMSL/Regional 

Recruiter/BOSS to 
post on other 

sources if needed 
(ex. craigslist)

PP46

PP45

TMS Actors:
SP: TMSG/L/A/PBS, AC
PN: TL, STL, MSL, Regional Recruiter
NE: TL, STL, ATL, ASTL, TMSA
MA: STL, TL, ASTL, ATL, PBS, Regional 
Recruiter
RM: TL, STL/ASTL,TMSS (store level) Sr 
Regional Recruiter
SO: PBS (pilot for 12 stores ), TL, STL, Sr 
Regional Recruiter, EC
FL: TL, ATL, TMSG, STL (member of store 
leadership)
MW: TMSS
NC: TL, BOSS, ASTL/STL (decision 
makers)
SW: TL/ASTL/TSL, with supervisors

PP47

Due diligence?Y Y

TL/TMS schedules 
interviews

N

+Y SP

TL calls 
candidates to 

schedule interview

PN / RM / FL / 
MW / NC

9

PP48 PP49

+

N

SP

TL prints the 
interview guide

PN
FL
SW

Notes:
PN: Interview guide 
includes availability 
sheet and offer sheet
NE: Interview guide 
can be by store

+ SP

TMSL/TL/ASTL 
modifies the JD in 

WorkDay
PN
RM

+

Regional Recruiter 
emails EA to 

coordinate phone 
screen and/or 

panel

EA provides blocks 
of time for the 

initial interview to 
the Regional 

Recruiter

Regional Recruiter 
sends out 

calendar holds to 
interviewers and / 

or panel

RM, SP, MA

FASTL / 
CDASTL?

PN, NE,
SW

Phone 
Screen 

Interview 
Process

Move 
forward with 
candidate?

8

Regional Recruiter 
screens 

candidates
Internal?

Regional Recruiter 
emails current 
store leader for 

feedback

Y

Feedback 
positive?

Current Store 
Leader emails 

feedback

Move 
forward with 
candidate?

N

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate  
"Interview"

Y

N

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate  
"Interview"

Y

Notes:
There is sometime when 
there are a good number of 
candidates - will do a process 
called "speed dating" to 
narrow the field
RM: no speed dating

8

Regional Recruiter 
phone screens 

candidates

Move forward?Regional Recruiter 
calls candidate

N

N

Regional Recruiter 
emails 

recommendations 
to Regional 
Leadership

Regional 
Leadership phone 

screens 
candidates

Move forward?

N

10 Y

10

Phone screen?

PP50

+

SP
RM
SO
SW

TMS remote?
PN
NE
FL

TL scans/emails 
offer sheet form to 

TMS
Y

TL hand delivers 
offer to TMSL

N

TMSL uploads to 
Carta

TMSL destroys the 
original documents4

PP52
PP51

PP53

PP54

+

N

TMSG/L/A/PBS 
dispositions 
candidate

PN, NE, FL

PP37

8

11

11

+ SP

PN

PP55

PP56

Notes:
- NE: Some Supervisors will do 

some screening and scheduling - 
there is a trust factor 

- MW: Owner of the recruiting 
process varies based on store - 
TMSS or ASTLs (leads recruiting 
to try and coach TLs to do better 
recruiting in the stores). Store 
leadership lead where they can. 

Notes: 
- For NE: if due 

dillegence yes still 
follow the N flow 
as well

Y

Notes:
- PN: ASTL, STL, CDASTL (FASTL) Process

- The intake process is standard - there is not 
typically an intake meeting, information is sent in 
the email or during the call

- Promotional positions: Team Trainer, ASTL, STL
- NE: STL, ASTL, TL, ATL - (does not include CDASTL)

- STL and ASTL, internal only Regional Recruiter
- TL posting internal and external but hiring only 

(STL)
- ATL - swap, if no swap then regional recruiter or 

TMS at store
- MA: STL, ASTL, CDASTL (external only)

- CDASTL for internal - the TL's go through an 
application process and training program to 
promote or apply to an ASTL

- STL and ASTL Internal Only
- CDASTL internal or external (going forward only 

external - Sept 2019)
- TL and ATL can be internal or external - 

determine the flow
- SP: 

- Store promotional positions, for example, Team 
Trainer, Superviosor, Order Writer, ATL, TL, 
Receiver, Lead Receiver, Store Scan Specialist

- SO: 
- If the PBS sits in the store they may play a role in 

the recruiting process.  The leadership levels are 
ATL and above. STL is internal only. CDASTL is 
internal and external

- FL: 
- Store leadership is ASTL and above

- MW: 
- Store leadership = ASTL/STL, Team leadership = 

ATL/TL, TM: Supervisors and below
- SW: 

- ATL and about is team/store leadership - panel. 
Supervisors (sometimes panel). TM no panel.

- HL responsible - TL: Speciaist, Supervisor, ATL; 
ATL/TL: TMSG; (req in WD) ASTL/STL: RR (text 
or email)

- NA: 
- PBP still responsible for posting all positions. RR 

only gets involved if it's an EXTERNAL posting. 
(May be internal only first - then posted 
externally.) Once it's external, RR added as a 
recruiter to the posting. NOTE: All TLs are 
internal only. ATLs may be external.

- NC: 
- Supervisor and below = TM (but supervisors 

have a smaller panel)
- Post internal first. Depending on role and 

situation, may try to fill internally BEFORE 
external posting, but may be concurrent.

Notes:
- NE: Recruiting for ASTL leadership in training 

is does via Mass Hire but there are some 
times a need to recruite individually

- SO: ATL, TL this is the process
- NA: TL process, ATL internals.

Notes:
NE:

- STL: Internal only and EC manages process (Regional recruiter only posts 
position) - Panel process

- TL: STL owns the process - this follows the Panel Process
- ATL: swap is managed by STL and coordinator/AC. If no swap, post at store, if 

no takers, email to Regional Recruiter. 
- RR screens all applicants
- Disposition
- ATL Interview Process - not clear on how this will work - new process

FL:
- Invites metro STL's unless the candidate came from one of the stores. TMS, 

EA, LNDTL is involved in the panel.
MW: 

- EC handles everything in WD for ASTL/STL, scheduling happens at EC or 
Store Leadership level.

- For ATL/TL, it's TMSS moving candidates in WD, but store leadership handles 
scheduling and everything else (similar to TM process).

Notes:
- NE: these steps are done prior to 

sending the letter
- MA: not clear on this process - Open 

Item - work with Michael to determine 
who can help with this review

- SO: Not doing these reports only puts in 
Yes in the notes

Note: 
- MA: No Panel for TM but 

there is panel for 
Supervisors and Oder 
Writers

- NA: Grade 2 or above is a 
panel. PBP (Grade 1) 
might be a panel. 
Interview scheduled by TL 
for internals.

Notes:
- MA: If there is a large candidate 

pool, the TL will disposition the 
candidates they want to screen 
and ask the PBS to disposition 
the rest

- NA: Encourage PBPs to screen 
all candidates and disposition as 
they go - may be able to use a 
posting to find a candidate for 
another store or role.

- SW: Expectation is that TL 
communicate with applicants 
within 72 hours. This is 
inconsistent across stores - most 
wait until the job is filled.

- SP: This will vary if there are too 
many candidates - only 
dispositions the number of 
candidates needed for the 
posting

Notes: 
- MA: STL could be ASTL. Preferred for a 1 day 

interview. There is some times when these 
candidates can be moved to a different req

- SO: TL or ATL does 1st interview, then STL does 
the 2nd interview. Typically this will be the same 
day

- NA: STL or ASTL will do 2nd interview, try to do it 
in the same day.

- FL: 95% of the time the STL will be engaged on 
the day of interview for 2nd interview

- MW: Most stores do STL in 2nd interview. Some 
locations swap it so the TL can make the offer 
and build relationships.

- RM: Always do 2 interviews - 1st rd is TL/ATL. 
2nd rd is STL. It's at the time of STL is involved 
that offer sheet is in play.

Notes:
- MA: not sure if they are being 

destroyed. Believes that there 
was a policy change to stop

- NA: Screening and Interview 
notes for all candidates are filed 
by PBPs for 12 months in a 
local file at the store.

N

Notes:
Includes Due Diligence

- MA: there are 2 cycles of due 
diligence

- NC: See box for 
documentation. Rolled out 
new Due Diligence guidelines.

Notes:
This step is because of 
the general req process
MA: does not do this 
step

PP57

+

Non-MA, FL

MA, FL

+ SP

TL meets with STL 
for approvalNE, SO, NA

STL/TL discuss 
with PBS during 

the Weekly 
Business Review 
meeting or on an 
individual basis

MA

PBS logs into 
Workday

Notes: STL/TL gives 
form to PBS

PBS enters & 
posts the 

requisition internal 
for 1 week

FT TM 
posting?

Candidate 
Application 

Process

N

3

Y Candidates 
apply?

TL screens 
applicationsY

N

Notes for MA: the PBS 
would post the position 
externally at this time

TM in store? TL meets with 
TM's current TLY

Move forward?

14

PP58

PP61 PP60 PP59

TL discusses with 
STLY

Move forward?TL dispositions TM 
in Workday

N

N

TL discusses 
decline with TM's 

current TL

TL emails PBS to 
transfer TM in the 

req

Y

TM 
within region?

N

TL calls current TL 
for a "Reference 

Check"

Y

Move forward?TL schedules 
interview with TM YInterview 

Process

Notes for MA: the 
interview can be in 
person or via phone 
depending on where the 
TM is located

Move forward?

STL calls current 
STL for a 

"Reference Check"
N

Notes for MA: TM in 
another region

N

N

TL emails PBS to 
transfer TM in the 

req
7

PP62

PP64
PP65

TL dispositions 
candidates to 

Interview

PP66

Phone screen? N

ATL/TL calls or 
emails candidate 

to schedule phone 
screen

Y

Phone 
Screen 
Process

Use 
scheduler 

tool?
MA

TL emails 
candidates the 

online scheduler 
through WorkDay

Y

N

Notes:
This is a store 
preference

NE
TL calls 

candidates to 
schedule interview

TL emails 
candidates with 
interview time

N

Y

TL prints offer 
guideNE

TL/PBS prints 
sample questionsMA TL/PBS prints Do's 

& Don'ts

TL/PBS prints Job 
Descriptions

TL/PBS prints 
Resume

PP67

PP68

+Non-NE

TMSA reviews job 
req to ensure 

correct req

NE

Correct req?

N

5

+

Y

Non-NE, SO

TMSA/S/BOSS 
denies req

NE
SO
SW

TMSA/S/BOSS 
creates a new 

requisition

TMSG/S/L/A/
PBS/BOSS moves 
candidate into job 

req

+

Y

SP, PN

NH 
Paperwork 

Process

MA
NE

N

PP69

PP70

PP71

PP72 PP73

PP74 PP75

Notes:
- PN: not doing this, they copy and paste into the Offer Letter
- MA: this is handled by TMSATL's during Onboarding - Open item
- RM: Sr RR handles RSU, copy and paste info into offer letter
- SO: This is for promotions from CDASTL to ASTL, PBS pulls the letter and 

emails to Global Comp, no letter to the candidate, something happens from 
Global?

- FL: RSU Eligibility is embedded in the offer letter
- NC: RR is actor. Incorporate into offer letter. SOP around process and review.
- SO: the RSU is part of the offer letter that is sent to Global Comp for review
- NA: Only eligible for RSU AFTER they complete the training program for 

CDASTL - while still hourly (FASTL), no offer letter. Try out period. Once 
they've been interviewed, move to salaried, offer letter. Now CDASTL 
Complete THAT program, then get RSU and bonus updated.

- FL: The RSU's are on the offer and a copy is sent to Global Comp but no 
guidance or approval

- MW: TMSG will handle it, not TMSS. If TMSG knows about it ahead of time, 
it's incorporated into the offer. If not, it's a separate letter.

General 
req used?

TMS extends offer 
to candidate

Workday 
notification to 

candidate 

Candidate accepts

Relocation?
STL/TL emails 

Regional Recruiter 
for relo guidance

Regional Recruiter 
emails relocation 

form to TM
TM fills out formTM gives form to 

Regional Recruiter

Regional Recruiter 
emails form to 

Global

Global emails form 
to Vendor

Relocation 
Process

Y

Y

N

Y

8

N

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate 
"Decline"

N

Y

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate 
"Decline"

N

PP76

PP83PP82PP81

PP80

PP79PP78
PP77

+

N

SP, PN, NA, FL, SW

TMSA/S emails 
STL

NE, SO

STL emails 
EC/RVP for 
approval to 

change to Eligible 
for Rehire

Approved?

EC/RVP emails 
decision to STL

STL emails 
decision to 

TMSA/G/PBS

2
TMSA/S changes 

disposition to 
decline

N

TMSA/S changes 
TM to Eligible for 

Rehire

Y

+N Non-BC/ONT 

TMSL logs into 
Hire Performance 

Background 
system

BC/ONT

Y

TMSL enters the 
name and email of 

the candidate

Notification to 
candidate from 

Hire Performance 
Background

Hire 
Performance 
Background 

Process

Notification to 
TMSL from Hire 

Performance 
Background with 

Yes or No

Yes?

Y

TMSL notifies the 
candidate to rule 

out any input 
errors

N

Input errors? 12

12

Y

Candidate 
retrieves report 

from police 
department

N

Candidate delivers 
report to TMSL Hire?

TMSL dispositions 
candidate 8

N

13

Y

13

PP84

TMSA/TL/PBS 
modifies the Title 
in the posting for 
external posted 

req 

NE
NA
NC
SO

PP85

TMSG/L/A/PBS/TL 
dispositions 
candidate to 

Decline

Notes:
- RM: Used to do FASTL but it's been replaced 

with a slight different process that is brand new.
- MW: Follows FASTL - not posted as a FASTL. 

Haven't seen it as a formal process today. Some 
different depts have different programs; e.g., 
Meat Cutter apprentices, etc.

- NC: Doing a "readiness survey" to evaluate 
which TLs might be interested in FASTL. TLs 
have to apply to program (3-4 months), then this 
group is who is considered to be moved into 
ASTL role.Create ASTL req but do not post. Go 
through offer letter process.

- SW: ASTL job description with added content 
around CDASTL process. Posted with 
CDASTL/ASTL in title.  New offer letter 
generated and RSU eligibility once they 
graduate from CDASTL training.

Notes:
- RM: ECs may or may not conduct a 

phone screen, depending on if they're 
from another region. Not entirely sure. 
Sr RR screens resumes for ensuring  
bare minimum qualification. Sr RR 
sends bundled resumes via PDF to EC. 
EC selects who to interview from the 
resumes. For external candidates and 
non-STL/ASTL roles, Sr RR has a more 
involved role.

- NC: For STL roles, RR helps scan.

Notes:
- RM: Doen'st use the relo form. Uses Global guidelines and adds to offer letter. EC is the one who 

says yes on relo.
- SO: The actor for relo is Sr Payroll Specialist. If TL then STL emails, if ASTL or above EC notifies. 

The regional recruiter will have the relo conversation with the candidate during the interview 
process for internal and external

- FL: EC will provide the offer with Relo to RR or Office TL. RR or OTL gathers the TM's information 
and fill out the form and then emails Global (or this is done through the relocation vendor)

- NC: SOP documented in Box. Survey is WFM created. Kind of a pain. Very rarely done at store 
level. RR would own.

- SW: All ATL and above is eligible. TMSG includes relo info in the offer letter, but RR is working the 
relo process simultaneously.

- MW: TMSS looks up info, shares with store leadership who shepherds process for candidate.

Notes: 
- RM: TMSS handles the Floating Holiday process as 

part of the onboarding process as part of the Benefits. 
Not included in the offer process. No letters or 
anything else.

- SO: PBS attaches letter from shared drive to an email 
and sends to TM for Interna candidates

- FL: No letter is sent only a converstaion to discuss the 
Floating Holiday

Notes:
RM: Were told that the titles 
were not allowed to be 
modified anymore.

Notes:
- RM: Stores are supposed to follow 

the "Speed to Floor Mechanism" 
document in Box. TMSS often has 
to follow up and move this process 
forward.

- FL: Sometime the TL will reach out 
if their is a large volume

- MW: TMSS technically supposed 
to, but it depends on store (ASTL, 
TL, ATL) 

- SW: ATL/TL typically do the initial 
application screen with support 
from TMSG. Depends a bit on the 
store who take the lead. In one 
store, dedicated ATLs are 
screening across teams.

Notes:
- RM/NC: Usually TL just dispositions candidate in 

WD and candidate receives auto-notification. 
- NC: RAP may follow up to see if there is another 

role for that candidate in WFM (externals only). 
TLs should give BOSS feedback to share with 
internals.

- NA: PBP typically just dispositions in WD for an 
auto-notification. 

- SO: Some TL's call and some do not - 
inconsistent process

- SW: 50/50 TLs will call, but emails through WD is 
more common.

Notes:
- RM/SO/FL: TMSS sends the 

Workday offer letter AND 
onboarding email to the candidate 
at the same time. The candidate 
accepts the offer letter and then 
starts working on onboarding 
paperwork - WOTC, Background 
Check, etc.

- NC: Straight candidate - no TL. 

Notes:
- RM: Everything is paperless. Candidates are still paid 2 hrs for completing their new hire 

paperwork. Orientation day 1 is also paperless.
- MW: Welcome letter at the time of the verbal explains paperwork. Then they email I-9 

part 1 and then WOTC. Then schedules a separate meeting to complete.
- NC: Does paperwork day one.
- SW: Some stores do a paperwork day on Wednesdays, I-9, schedule sheet, discount 

card. Attend orientation Monday. Pay actual time for this activity.
- For NE, MA: Onboard in workday once they have a start date - the start date is the 

onboarding date which equals the I-9 and new hire paperwork date - this is when the NH 
comes into enter their paperwork

- If NH does not start on the agreed to start date, then TMSA emails Regional TMS, 
Regional TMS enters a workday correction on the Validation site, then Global enters 
into WorkDay 

- Candidate changes availability - if yes, then TL determines action - decline 
candidate or make concession

Notes:
- RM: Only reason they may 

need to do this is if the 
EC/TL made the posting 
REALLY specific and then 
want to move them.

- NC: Already did this when 
creating the posting.

Notes:
- RM: TMSS delegates this step to 

themselves to avoid this problem. 
Anything that goes to the TL gets 
hung up.

- NA: This is dependent on urgency 
and the TL.

- NC: WIll sometimes delegate to 
themselves. 

Notes:
- RM: Happens simultaneously with 

the Offer letter.
- MW: Submits ticket for Active 

Directory. See box site for tasks.
- SW: Rehire issues - candidate 

email defaults to the old 
wholefoods.com email rather than 
the personal email and it's a long 
process for the candidate to get 
that email changed to do the 
background check information.

Notes:
SW: Currently, store 
leadership is required to 
approve FT positions. (Austin: 
ALL positions require it) 

Notes:
- SO: TL is the actor for the reference check. Emails current TL 

with copying the TM.  If ATL or TL position, then follow the 
Due Diligence process

- MW: Depends on role and number of candidates - may be a 
homework assignment. Also depends on capacity and scope 
of the role. Panels for specialist and Team Leadership (a 
"titled" position). Typically internal only.

- NC: Trying to standardize for supervisor and above. For TM, 
TLs have to do the internal reference form. No candidate DD 
for TM position

- SW: TAG doc has due diligence process outligned.
- NA: Encouraged to do due dillegence - it's mixed on who is 

doing what.  TLs will do internal reference checks if they've 
been burned. 

9

Notes:
- SO: If phone screen goes well, then TL 

will schedule the interview at that time
- NA: Encourage PBP and TL to schedule 

a standing weekly interview time. Some 
are using a scheduling tool, but mostly 
it's an email/call and then an Outlook 
invite PP: Not everyone is doing this. 
(Most don't). PBP emails TL - 
sometimes PBP sends times, 
sometimes TL schedules. BIGGEST 
LAG TIME IN THE PROCESS.

- SW: Schedules how it works. Are trying 
to get stores to set aside dedicated time 
for interviews, but it's hard to set aside 
the time. Will otherwise coord with 
ASTL/STL availability. Usually schedule 
in Outlook - never sending a candidate 
any interview times.

- FL: Rehire process is during the phone 
screen process, if ever worked for WFM 
- TL or TMS will review the hire flag. 
Uses the rehire checklist

- NC: Earlier in the process, BOSS has 
asked TLs to move potential rehires to 
"Recruiter Screen" prior to interivew to 
check for eligibility.

- SW: For TLs who are using and 
following the TAG doc, they check 
eligibility.  Otherwise, it's caught later.

- MA - does not do eligility for rehire 
check at this point it is during the 
screening process

Notes:
SO: if the candidate applied to a 
different req then the PBS will 
have to move them to the correct 
req but doesn't always have to 
create a new req

Notes:
SO: The process is to 
manage the linking prior 
to entering the offer 
template.

Notes:
SO/FL: PBS's follow up 
with Candidate to 
discuss the candidate 
acceptance. There are 
sometime when the PBS 
will reach out to TL if the 
candidate cannot be 
reached.  2 or 3 times to 
reach out. If the 
candidate cannot be 
reached then they will 
get dispositioned to 
decline

SP

Notes:
SW: Once they graduate, the TMSG 
processes a transfer to a new home 
store as an ASTL.

Notes:
- SO, for external, the RR will 

debrief, for internal the EC would 
manage debriefs. For ATL or TL 
the STL will manage debrief

- FL: debrief is done by RR and 
LDTL

- NC: Supervisor/Buyer - TL gives 
feedback. TL - STL. ATL - TL w/ 
STL. FASTL - EC. STL - EC or 
RVP

Notes:
- SO: the RSU is part of the offer letter that is sent to 

Global Comp for review
- NA: Only eligible for RSU AFTER they complete the 

training program for CDASTL - while still hourly 
(FASTL), no offer letter. Try out period. Once they've 
been interviewed, move to salaried, offer letter. Now 
CDASTL Complete THAT program, then get RSU 
and bonus updated.

- FL: The RSU's are on the offer and a copy is sent to 
Global Comp but no guidance or approval

- MW: TMSG will handle it, not TMSS. If TMSG knows 
about it ahead of time, it's incorporated into the offer. 
If not, it's a separate letter. 

Notes:
- SO / FL: If External 

follow the hire 
process from the TM 
hourly process

- NA: If external, hire 
process for external 
TMs except there is 
a panel and RR is 
screening.

Notes:
- NA: 

- Promotions - post internal 1 week first, 
then post an additional week (2 weeks 
max, repost for a total of only 30 days)

- SW: 
- P/T = 7 days internal/external - will close 

early if there is a sufficient number of 
apps. F/T = 7 days internal first minimum. 
Prioritize Team > Store > Metro. Will 
sometimes create a more general job 
posting to get an applicant pool for 
multiple positions in the store.

- Pilots many job hierarchy and JDs. Will 
use universal job codes and multi-team job 
codes. Different roles are assigned 
appropriate cost center vs based on titles.

- FL: 
- for FT and specialist TM position: posts 

internally for 1 week, then open externally 
if no viable candidates.

- Team Trainer is always internal only
- Job Title will be modified - and some times 

the summary
- MA:

- Internal FT - 1 week
- External - 2 weeks (they will some times 

close the req early because of volumn)
- MW: 

- 1 week min posting length. Trying to get to 
week at a time with reposts if needed.

- NC: 
- Posting guidelines on BOX - 2 weeks 

external for TM level. FT positions are 
posted 1st week internal only, and then 
open to 2nd week. If there is a good 
candidate pool, they'll keep it internal, but 
usually posted externally

Notes:
- NA: PBP calls to schedule 

the paperwork day within 2 
weeks of the orientation. 
Usually, the start date, 
paperwork date, and I-9 
day are all the same.

- FL: TMS calls candidate to 
get SSN and Birthdate and 
schedule for Day 1

Notes:
NA: Typically doesn't have to go 
through this process because 
TLs are NOT posting the reqs 
and they seldom if ever have to 
correct something. 

Notes:
NC: BOSS then sends 
to the hiring leader's 
BOSS. Only keep the 
form if internal 
candidate is HIRED. 
(Discuss if this should 
change)

Notes:
FL: just an email, no real 
document to upload to 
carta

Notes:
- Major infraction is 1 

year
- Minor infraction is 6 

months

Notes:
FL: Only if from 
another region

Notes:
- FL: There are two forms 

that the CDASTL receives 
to fill out and send to the 
RR

- MW: Due Diligence may 
vary based on expecations 
of ECs.

Notes:
- MW: Relies on a questionnaire 

emailed out - unique for each 
position. Initially reviewed for min 
qualifications. Some do a generic 
questionnaire in WD. But all locations 
do some sort of pre-screen form 
Some.do phone screens. Depends on 
hiring volume.

- RM: Only time there is no phone 
screen is hiring fair.

- NA: Mostly done by PBPs. If a 
supervisor, TMSG will help. 
Depending on store size, others will 
be pulled in to help. TMSBPs 
recommend using Simply Book Me 
(online scheduler) - not everyone 
does that. PP: Used to be able to use 
a text process with short form.

- SW: Some Gs will use SignUp 
Genius/other schedulers.

Notes:
- MW: Interview guides are an available resource, but not everyone 

uses it. Some have a specialized guide they like to use, consistent 
across different positions. Discourage HLs to print anything. 
Review everything in WD. Take notes on notepad.

- RM: There is an interview guide available to the TLs/ATLs for use, 
but they don't think it's being used. TLs prep for their own 
interviews

- SW: No materials from WD. Encouraged to use the interview 
guide (TAG) for the face to face because it has an offer sheet 
section. 

Notes:
MW: TL sends the job offer packet to 
the TMSS to follow up on orientation, 
paperwork. TMSS looks for Rehire 
Eligibility at this stage.

Notes:
NC: Will hire in as new hire, but then 
works with regional TMSG on the 
back end. Get hired as new hire, but 
can mark them as "rehire" and it 
triggers global to look up the service 
hours.

Notes:
NC: Form completion 
dependent on role (see 
form on Box site)

Notes:
NC: Store leadership 
will help if TL is busy

Notes:
NC: TL scans interview 
guides to remote site, 
BOSS scans to Carta.

Notes:
- NC: TL makes verbal offer and verbal is accepted prior to 

moving to "make offer" in WD
- SW:TL typically makes the verbal offer there on the spot. 

Give an overview of the WD process to let them know they'll 
be getting an email. TMS contacts candidate with info and 
WD stuff.

- RM: After TL determines candidate should move fwd, they 
hand off to store TMSS. Last piece of info is they share 
target orientation date with TMSS, which triggers the Speed 
to Floor scheduling process.

- MW: Make offer after the interview. TL has the job offer 
packet with the details, JDs, makes the verbal offer, and then 
TMSS follows up with the WD, etc.

- NA: Uses the offer sheet form (on box site) to present to the 
candidate. Includes language specific to Mass to highlight on 
availability (don't have to work on Sunday if they don't want 
to - have to affirmatively opt in). TL shows to candidate, 
candidate signs. This form is then given to the PBP to enter 
into WD. WD offer is sent to candidate through the system. 
Offer form is scanned and uploaded to Carta. Required to 
sign a job description.

Notes:
NC: Will link existing reqs to 
evergreen requisitions.

Notes:
- NC: 

- Supervisor - TL schedules
- ATL - TL schedules w/support from STL
- ASTL: They are interviewed at the time where they apply to 

FASTL. RR schedules
- STL; RR schedules.

- SW: TL schedules and TMSG supports. TMSG sits in the 
panels.

- MA: This role can vary depending on who is engaged
- NA: For STL, scheduling and screening is handled by EC of 

Ops. For INTERNAL TL and ATL, scheduling is handled by 
STL/TL with support from PBPs.

- MW: TMSS typically on the panel.
- RM: Can depend on the EC and the store. Primarily reaching 

out to panelists and stakeholders. EC is communicating with 
candidates. SWOT, marketing, store walk, etc. EC typically picks 
date and panel and sends all invites. Sr RR or the EA may 
assist with this, depending on the EC.

Notes: 
- NC: 

- Would like to to be able add "Community Partnerships" and other 
specific sources.

- Would like to be able to integrate WD with Handshake for the 
university outreach.

- Messaging templates.
- NC does a monthly scorecard with recruiting, L&D, general TMS 

information.
- Referral programs are region specific, not global.

- RM: 
- Most hiring handled through weekly job fairs - mapped under 

"Regional Mass Hiring Event." This will apply to one-offs not part 
of that cycle.

- NA: 
- Strong metro model - 10 metros.
- PBP: Payroll Benefit Processors (Payroll, onboarding, recruiting) 

Supervisor and below. P/T team members (3 days/week in store), 
F/T team members (3 days in this role, 2 days in others), and F/T 
who cover 2 locations.

- TMSG: Supervises PBPs in metros called "pods" - 10 TMSGs 
with 4-5 locations each.

- RR: External recruiting for ATL and up
- For internal (TL or internal ATL), everything is handled by STL or 

TL, including scheduling, screening, etc. They basically handle it 
just as a transfer. Don't get a lot of internal candidates.

- NC: 
- Find out about new role based on labor budget - STL will 

approve.
- Supervisor to ATL: TL creates req.
- TL: BOSS or STL creates the req.
- ASTL are promotion based on FASTL.
- RR does the STL hiring, work with ECs - posts and manages 

interview process, including prescreen, town hall, panel. 
- PN: 

- Typically posts position for 2-3 weeks
- RM: 

- Typically 2 weeks - internal only unless there is an external 
candidate that is already identified.

- SO: 
- ASTL, STL, post for 2 weeks  internal for STL, internal and 

external for ASTL
- If ATL posting, this is done by the TL, if a TL posting, this is done 

by the PBS. If ASTL and above the regional recruiter (or TMS) 
will post

- MW: 
- STLs, RR creates req does the internal posting and blasts 

emails. 
- EC Ops handles everything else with support from regional 

TMSG, but typically not until the stage where they extend an 
offer. 

- Everything else TMSS handles the req. 
- STLs work with HL to determine whether it's internal only or 

internal/external.  ALWAYS GO INTERNAL FIRST.

Notes:
SW: 

- If candidate is from 
another region, there is 
additional research TMS 
has to do to ensure the 
reasoning is consistent 
with SW guidelines.

- For TLs who are using and 
following the TAG doc, 
they check eligibility.  
Otherwise, it's caught 
here.

Notes:
SW: Recently rolled out a process 
to leave the FT/PT differentiation 
in the req itself - post it in the title 
only. Avoids the issue of incorrect 
req.

Notes:
- SW - ASTL/STL Process:

- DUE DILIGENCE> RR reaches out to Ops Admin with candidate 
info, sometimes share due diligence info ahead of time to 
candidate so they can get started. Ideally, the ops team would lead 
this process - internal/external candidates connect with 3 STLs. 
Prior to those, RR has a coaching call with the candidates to 
review the process. NOTE: for STL, Due Diligence is done ahead 
of time to prep for the interview. 

- Prior to panel, RR checks in with candidate for support.
- -nterview packet: Include panel agenda, employee metrics, 

resumes, voting form. Hand out with sample questions, but no 
formal interview questions provided.

- Panel Interview process. If STL - hold town hall day before the 
panel interview. 

- HL leads debrief'/deliberation. Shredding notes after the notes. 
- Review wage guidelines, etc., prior to verbal offer.
- ASTL/STL  - RR extends the verbal offer and handles the 

negotiations for ASTL. EC makes offer STL.
- RR generates offer letter >> ASTL/STL offer template. Includes 

bonus, relo, etc. Copy template into WD to drive it.
- RM: 

- Provides Dos and Don'ts and suggested questions guide.
- NA: 

- ATLs may be swapped vs applications. 

SW:
- Existing Process/Technology Pain Points 

-  General 
-  Benefit from more training  
-  WD Inbox - filter by location and ability to search  
-  Roles ? Create Primary HR Partner role 

-  Posting 
-  Job description format 
-  Auto populate job titles (including external friendly terms) by job code  
-  Editable Questionnaires/knockout Questions  
-  Edit number of openings on position-management reqs 
-  Internal job alerts 
-  Posting close WD inbox reminder to hiring leader and HR Partner 

- Application Submission  
-  Help text to update new resume or select use one on file  
-  Require either job history or resume 
-  Automatic source tracking in Workday 
-  Referral tracking  
-  Candidate grid filters 

- Application Review  
- Questionnaires: Filter by individual questions and include questions on Questionnaire tab 
- Filter availability by day 
- Follow-up questionnaires (Prevent lengthening application) 
- Batch print applications (export application fields to Excel) 
- Scheduling functionality 
- Assessments  
- Internal contact information  

- Interview 
- Unable to use schedule in Workday 

- Offer 
- Ideally, hiring leaders would be able to initiate offer in Workday (similar to new job req) 
- Offer Salary and Hourly offer templates 

- Auto population of RSU information, sign on bonus, relocation assistance in offer letters 
- Email reminder sent within 24-48 hours to accept offer letters 

- Hiring 
- Modify sup org and status 

- Reporting 
- Show N/A if no close date is entered  

- Unposted reqs - Include latest posting close date 

PP87
PP86

+ Non-FL

TL emails STL for 
approval to enter a 

requisition

FL

STL approves? STL emails 
approval to TLY

8STL emails denial  
to TL

N

PP88

PP89

PP90PP91
PP92

PP93

PP94 PP95

PP96

PP97

PP98 PP99

TL emails the 
BOSS the req 

information
NC BOSS logs into 

Workday

BOSS reviews 
open reqs to see if 
there is a similar 

req currently open

Current 
open req?

BOSS emails TL 
the denial with 

instructions on req 
management

Y 8

N

PP100

Notes:
SW: If hard to fill 
position, RR will 
support recruiting 
strategy and make 
recommendations 
on additional 
postings locations.

PP101

PP102

PP103

PP104 PP105

PP106 PP107

PP113PP112PP111PP110PP109PP108

PP114

PP115

PP116 PP117

Notes:
PN: TM's are not asked to do due dil. ATL and TL, 
sometimes Lead Receiver, sometimes Supervisor, 
sometimes order writer
NE: TM's are not asked to do due dil. Supervisors and 
above, but for Store Support it is customer service booth 
and above
MA: TM's no, STL, ASTL, ATL, TL, for Supervisors there is 
not a formal process(external there could be a skills test)
RM: Due diligence is Supervisor and above only.
SO: Due diligence is ATL and above only 
FL: Due diligence is Buyer and above only (sometimes 
Team Trainer)
SW: DD only when a panel is conducted.
NA: PBPs do NOT screen internal candidates. Only TLs. 
Reminder, only true entry level positions are posted 
externally first.
MW: Will sometimes post internal only first then open 
external, based on knowledge of internal talent.

PP118

PP120

PP119

PP122

PP121

PP123 PP124

PP125 PP126 PP126 PP128

PP127
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PP130

PP129

+ Non-FL, NC, SO

Current Store 
Leader emails 

form to TL

FL

TL emails to TMS 
and STL to review 

and approve
Approval? STL/TMS emails 

approval to TLY

STL/TMS emails 
denial to TL

N

TL dispositions 
candidate 

8

PP131

PP132

PP133

PP134

PP135

TL pulls the 
conditional offer 

letter packet from 
the preprinted 

materials from the 
wall

SO

Notes:
SO: Some TLs will pull 
the sample questions

PP136

TL prints interview 
guideNC

Notes:
- NC: 

- Depending on the store, they 
may print the applications 
and resumes. TL also prints 
the interview guides (But 
usually the BOSS keeps a 
stack ready)

- In stores where the BOSS 
has only 1 store, they may 
help with scheduling, etc.

TL prints 
availability sheet

TL prints I-9 Doc 
List (for candidate)

TL prints 
onboarding 
process (for 
candidate)

PP137

PBP prints 
interview guide NA

PBP prints 
supplemental 

application
Notes:
Unique to NA

PBP prints job 
offer form

PBP prints 
screener notes 

from PBP phone 
screen

Resume in 
Workday?

PBP prints resume

Y

Notes:
If the resume is not there 
the candidate brings it

PBP hands all 
materials to Hiring 

Leader
N

PP139 PP138

FL?

Y

N

PP141PP140
PP144PP143PP142

PP146PP145

PP147

PP148

PP149

PP151

Eligible?

Y

Regional TMS 
emails 

TMSG/L/A/PBS/ 
PBP/BOSS to 

inform not eligible

N

PP154

PP153 PP152

PP155 PP156
PP157
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PP158 PP159

PP160

DecisionY

Non-FL

Regional Recruiter 
sets up 2 STL 

in-store interviews
FL

In-store 
Interview 
Process

STL's approve?

Y

Regional Recruiter 
debriefs candidate N

Regional Recruiter 
disposition 
candidate

8

SO

Candidate 
Application 

Process

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 
candidates

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 

Workday to "Hire 
Manager Screen" 

or "Decline"

Hiring 
manager 
screen?

8

N

Regional Recruiter 
sends invitation to 
HireVue through 

Workday

Y
HireVue 
Interview 
Process

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 

HireVue entries

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 
Workday to 

"Recruiter Screen" 
or "Decline" 

(maybe)

Regional Recruiter 
emails EC with 

recommendations 
to move forward

EC will provide the 
STL's to interview 

the candidate
Move forward?

Due 
Diligence 
Process

YMove forward?

Y

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 
Workday to 
"Decline"

N N

Regional Recruiter 
schedules panel Y

15

15

Hire existing 
ASTL? YN

Regional Recruiter  
and EC get 

internal references

Regional Recruiter 
and EC schedule 
phone interview 

with 2 STL's

Y

Move forward?Regional Recruiter 
calls candidate N

8

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate 
"Decline"

Regional Recruiter 
schedules 

interview with 
Coordinator

Y Interview 
Process

Move forward?N
Regional Recruiter 

schedules 
interview with EC

Y

Interview 
ProcessMove forward?N

CDASTL 
Training

Y

Transfer 
Process

+

N

Non-SW

Executive 
Assistant works 

with Hiring Leader 
and TMSG to 
coordinate the 
panel interview

SW

Candidate 
Application 

Process

Internal?

Regional Recruiter 
reviews the 
applicant 

questionnaires and 
reference check 

info

Y

Regional Recruiter 
invites candidate 

to HireVue through 
Workday

N

HireVue 
Interview 
Process

Move forward?

N

Regional Recruiter 
reviews HireVue 

entries
Y

16

16Y

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 
Workday to 

"Recruiter Screen" 
or "Decline" 

Regional Recruiter 
emails Hiring 
Leader with 

recommendations 
to move forward

Move forward?

N

Y

Regional Recruiter 
reviews with EC Move forward?

Regional Recruiter 
calls candidate

N

8

Regional Recruiter 
dispositions 
candidate 
"Decline"

Y

External 
Candidate 
Application 

Process

NAATL?
PBP posts req and 

add RR as 
recruiter

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 
candidates

Y

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 

Workday to "Hire 
Manager Screen" 

or "Decline"

Regional Recruiter 
sends invitation to 
HireVue through 

Workday

HireVue 
Interview 
Process

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 

HireVue entries
Move forward?

Regional Recruiter 
emails notes and 

resumes to 
TL/STL

Y

Regional Recruiter 
disposition 
candidate

N

8

Regional Recruiter 
schedules 
interview

Interview 
Process

Move forward?
Regional Recruiter 

disposition 
candidate

Y

TL/STL emails 
Regional Recruiter 
to schedule final 

interview

Y

Regional Recruiter 
schedules 
interview

Interview 
Process Move forward?

N

Regional Recruiter 
makes verbal offerY

Candidate 
accepts?N

Notes:
- There can be a round of 

negotiations

Notes:
Averages 25 emails per 
candidate throughout the 
whole process, 50 total to all 
people involved

Regional Recruiter 
emails the word 

offer letter to 
candidate

Y

New Hire 
Paperwork 

Day Process

Onboarding 
Process

"Fast Track"

Notes:
- Once start date is set, RR 

works with the coord to 
pick a training store for the 
new hire. RR sends an 
email to the new store and 
training store with the 
details of the "Fast Track" 
program.

- In the meantime, once the 
offer is verbally accepted, 
the RR dispositions them 
to "ready to hire" and 
schedules candidate for 
the paperwork day. 

- RR schedules candidate 
into monthly leadership 
orientation session.

- PBPs handle paperwork 
and follows up with the RR 
to share start date. PBPs 
also set up the offer in 
Workday. Candidate still 
has to accept the Workday 
offer. (Same hiring process 
from this point forward) 

Regional Recruiter 
posts requisition

N
External 

Candidate 
Application 

Process

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 
candidates

Regional Recruiter 
disposition in 

Workday to "Hire 
Manager Screen" 

or "Decline"

Regional Recruiter 
sends invitation to 
HireVue through 

Workday

HireVue 
Interview 
Process

Regional Recruiter 
reviews all 

HireVue entries
Move forward?

Regional Recruiter 
disposition 
candidate

N8

Regional Recruiter 
emails notes to 

RVP

Y

Regional Recruiter 
schedules 
interview

Interview 
Process

RVP email 
availability for 

interview
Move forward?

RVP emails store 
to Regional 
Recruiter

Y

Regional Recruiter 
disposition 
candidate

N

8Regional Recruiter 
emails screening 
notes and RVP 
notes to STL

Regional Recruiter 
schedules STL 

interview

Interview 
ProcessMove forward?

Regional Recruiter 
makes verbal offer

Y

N

Candidate 
accepts?

Regional Recruiter 
emails the word 

offer letter to 
candidate

New Hire 
Paperwork 

Day Process

Onboarding 
ProcessYN

Notes:
- Contacts L&D team to schedule candidate into the 3 month training 

program. Hired in as CDASTL.
- Enter info onto spreadsheet tracker. RR schedules leadership 

orientation.
- L&D will alert SrPBP and RR that CDASTL has passed (STL and EC of 

Ops have to sign off).
- Sr PBP processes promotion to ASTL and alert TMSS to begin RSU 

Letter. 
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STEP 2

Start making 
changes now.

Why wait?
Now that you’ve captured tons of data 
and identified pain points, it’s time to 
put them into action.  
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Get your 
information
organized.
You’ve worked hard. 
It’s time to select your favorite cloud 
repository, pick a taxonomy, execute 
NDAs, determine what you’re 
comfortable sharing externally, and 
name your artifacts in an easily 
consumable way.

STEP 3
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Make a salesperson’s day. 
Author a quick project overview, 
invite no more than six providers to a 
ninety minute remote session, and 
gain a baseline understanding of the 
state of the market.

STEP 4

Schedule pre-
RFP briefings.
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Narrow the landscape. 
Do they have clients of your size? 
…vertical? …geography? …scope? 
Were they prepared? Did they 
research your organization? Would 
they be a cultural fit? 

STEP 5

Evaluate and 
eliminate.
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But do so in a collaborative way. 
Schedule an orientation call, walk 
through the schedule and materials, 
answer any initial questions, and 
discuss the upcoming workshops.

STEP 6

Release the RFP.
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Secure a large conference room, block 
stakeholder calendars, and catch up on 
your day job.

Get ready to host

RFP INTERMISSION

Take a breath (and a day off) and 
thank the team for getting this far in 

the process.

Plan the day; determine how much time is 
needed for each topic and find out who’s 
ordering lunch.

Finalize your agenda for 
the workshops
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It’s time for show and tell. 
Respond to the provider’s 
hypothesis, meet the proposed 
team, assess whether they read 
your materials, answer open 
questions, and score the day.

STEP 7

Hold full-day 
workshops.
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No peeking at the price. 
Assign submitted materials to SMEs, 
gather qualitative and quantitative 
scoring, determine if additional deep 
dives are needed, call references, 
and get ready to cut again.

STEP 8

Score the RFPs.
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We are almost there.
Dive deeper into technology and 
security, implementation 
methodology and timeline, scope 
clarification, and key product 
features.

STEP 9

Finalize your due 
diligence.
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Identify a preferred provider. 
Taking into account everything 
you’ve learned throughout the 
process, assess all inputs, document 
the pros and cons, and force the 
team to pick a top contender.

STEP 10

Make a finalist
recommendation.
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EVALUATING HR TECHNOLOGIES AND PROVIDERS

Move from transactional to
transformational.

Be Forensic Why Wait? Collaborate Best-Fit, Not 
Lowest Cost

Live Your 
Values
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Kimberly Carroll
Managing Principal

919-610-9100 (m)
kcarroll@ia-hr.com

Stalk me. 

KEEP IN TOUCH

Janine Comito
Senior Advisor

603-475-7557 (m)
jcomito@ia-hr.com

And me.


